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On the occasion of the publication of “The Oath of Five Lords”, the new
story of Blake and Mortimer written by Yves Sente, Galerie Champaka
is honoured to host, for the second time, André Juillard (after “Mezek”
in April 2011). The exhibition presents the front cover, 23 original
drawings, some forty sketches of panels embellished with coloured
pencil, as well as four editorial productions related to the universe
created by E-P Jacobs. As a geographical and emotional extra: this
Master of the Clear Line was born at number 5 on the street that
houses Galerie Champaka.
The Original Pages
Renovator of the realistic Clear Line with his series “7 Lives of the Hawk”, André
Juillard takes a youthful pleasure in investing in the world of Blake and Mortimer. The
black and white of his pages, both balanced and elegant, serves a solid story. With
“The Oath of Five Lords,” Blake and Mortimer go back to their British origins, while
Andre Juillard develops the story strip by strip in the style of American creators of
the Golden Age.
The Sketches
One of the secrets of the Clear Line is the extraordinary richness of the pencilling.
Hergé, Jacobs, and now Juillard are examples of the long road which leads to this
refinement. Contemplating, side by side, the sketches and inking of “The Oath of
Five Lords” reveals the two sides of the delight André Juillard takes in his drawing.
A Round of Golf
During a break between adventures, our two heroes offera round of “very British”
sport in the sort of setting only Albion can offer. Created especially for the exhibition,
this drawing has been adapted with a “stencil”, a traditional printing technique
greatly appreciated by the artist for the delicate colours it permits.
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The Heroes’ Square
In 2009, André Juillard paid tribute to the great characters of Belgian comics who
lit up his childhood reading (Danny Buck, Clifton, Corentin, Gaston, etc..). He shows
them wandering the streets of Brussels Flea Market. This all takes place a few
blocks from Galerie Champaka. This printing in pigment inks has been produced on
large-format paper (80 x 120 cms).
A Day in Brussels
Requested by Galerie Champaka to create an image depicting Brussels for the Brafa
(Brussels Antiques & Fine Arts Fair), André Juillard has designed four! Each of these
drawings, illustrating the British duo walking around the Atomium, is the subject of
large-format silkscreen print (50 x 70 cm). The magical quartet is gathered into a
stylish portfolio.

